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THE CHECK ENGINE LIGHT IS ON
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Some of the warning lights are already
flashing, according to Charley McQueen, the
president of McQueen Financial Advisors, and
many credit unions aren’t heeding to the signs.

CREDIT UNION
CO N N E C T I O N

“The growth of auto lending at credit unions is
not sustainable,” McQueen believes. “One of
the things people don’t pay enough attention to
in the credit union industry is return on equity.”
While return on equity (ROE) governs growth
in the long run, there are signs that credit
unions are growing above their long-term
ROE levels. McQueen says his clients report
losing an average of $12,000 a loan, up from
$3,000 several years ago.
“What we’re seeing is that a lot of the
lending is financing in some substantial
negative equity positions at the time of
acquisition,” McQueen says. “I think the
losses are up because of that negative equity
being put in and people not looking at risk
appropriately. Not many people are looking at
real loss rates correctly.”

PUMP THE

BRAKES
Credit unions kicked auto lending up a notch in 2017. In the second
quarter of last year, the NCUA reported that new auto loans had risen
16.3% from the year before – a continuation of what had been a longterm acceleration over the preceding several quarters.
However, while the numbers may look good overall, there are a
number of warning signs that this growth may not be sustainable at
this rate, and that perhaps credit unions should grab the wheel and
correct course before the road ahead gets treacherous.

Other warning signs include the majority of
loan growth coming from indirect car loans,
and lengthy loan terms wherein the car’s
depreciation outpaces the amortization term. In
November, the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau reported that 42% of new auto loans
now carry a term of six years or longer, a steep
rise from just 26% in 2009. Having recognized
the growing dangers, some lenders are already
taking a step back from indirect lending.
“We’re already seeing the negative effects
selectively around the country,” says
McQueen. “There are new people coming in
and seeing the growth that others have had
and they’re hopping in, but they’re coming in
really late and, if anything, they’re probably
the ones driving up the categories.”

THE IMPACT
McQueen sees two main negative effects
for credit unions down the line. One is the
substantial losses for those who haven’t been
vigilant about ROE. The second, however,
could hit even those credit unions that are
handling the loss component correctly – the
troubles to come when volume dries up in an
area they’ve grown to rely upon.

“If you have 50% of your lending in car loans
and car loans slow substantially, all of a
sudden your loans are paying off really quickly
and you have nothing to replace them,”
McQueen explains. “That could leave you
with an earnings issue on a going-forward
basis because that asset class has become
such a big component of your business.”

TIME FOR A TUNE-UP
Credit unions can steer away from heavy
damage by moving away from lending
to those whom McQueen refers to as
“transactional members” – that is, members
who are only with the credit union because it
has the lowest-yielding loan or because the
car dealership steered them that way.
“Credit unions should be focused on core
lending to their members,” says McQueen.
“Lending to transactional members does
nothing for the long-term position of your
institution.”
But McQueen thinks the major failing of
credit unions is that they’re not doing the

AROUND THE BEND
So what should credit unions be looking for in
2018? While McQueen believes they should
steer away from indirect auto loans, direct
car lending can be a great place to focus
their energies – even though he predicts that
market to be “hand-to-hand combat.”
“A typical consumer needs loans for two
things – cars and homes,” McQueen
says. “Focusing on the core things that
your members need is going to keep you
successful in the long run.”
Like direct car lending, McQueen thinks
home lending will be a good place for credit
unions to be in 2018, though he cautions it
will likely be slow going, with values up and
affordability low. On the other hand, he sees
red flags for commercial lenders who may be
shifting toward more retail lending.
“Commercial lending is a great area, but I worry
about some of the lower-tier strip malls having
to compete with Amazon and online shopping,”
he explains. “Financing a retail strip mall isn’t a

The growth of auto lending at credit unions is not
sustainable. We’re already seeing the negative
effects selectively across the country.
Charley McQueen, President, McQueen Financial Advisors
math on indirect auto lending, and they’re
likely to be driven out of the game by either
regulatory pressure or losses, plain and
simple. The math on an indirect car loan
should include four crucial figures: the yield,
the dealer reserve, the reasonable loss
estimation and a reasonable prepayment
speed, or how long the loan will stick
around. This last item is the one McQueen
believes many institutions are overlooking,
to their detriment.
“We had a credit union having some troubles
come to us and we helped them do the math
on their indirect auto lending portfolio,”
McQueen says. “The average yield – the true
yield they were receiving on their indirect car
loans – was 60 basis points, which is less
than half the yield on cash. People aren’t
even thinking about that.”
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risk that others are willing to take. I think that’s
going to cause some problems in a few years.”

REFOCUSING ON MEMBERS
While the problems facing the auto lending
market are real, McQueen says the solution
is relatively straightforward – if not exactly
sexy. Credit unions simply have to move away
from risky lending practices, refocus on their
members’ needs and do the math on their
portfolios to see if they’re really working toward
the long-term health of the organization.
“Long-term success is going to be a function
of direct lending to your membership – not
using your membership’s money to lend to
people you don’t know,” McQueen says. “It’s
not fun, it’s hard and it’s slow growth, but
we cannot survive at 13% or 16% growth.
It’s absolutely unsustainable.” §
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